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Introduction

“Organizations are now convinced of the benefits that AI can bring. They are 
now asking themselves where and how they should invest.” Gordon Schembri 
Principal Digital Technology, GE Oil & Gas.  
This research is a pragmatic guide to help organizations in their AI investment 
decisions. We analyzed more than 50 AI use cases regarding their adoption, 
complexity, and benefits. We surveyed senior executives from nearly 1,000 
organizations around the world that are already implementing AI; see the 
research methodology at the end of the paper for more details. We also spoke to 
academics — as well as AI-focused executives at global companies, startups, and 
vendors — to gather perspectives in four areas:

• What concrete benefits are organizations seeing from AI today?
• What use cases are bringing the most benefits?
• Where should organizations invest?
• What steps are essential to getting started with an AI strategy and roadmap?

50 
AI use cases analyzed
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Influencing sales

3 in 4 organizations
implementing AI 
increase sales of new 
products and services 
by more than 10%

Boosting operations

78% of organizations
implementing AI 
increase operational
efficiency by more 
than 10%

Engaging the customer

75% of organizations
using AI enhance 
customer satisfaction
by more than 10%

Generating insights

79% of organizations
implementing AI 
generate new
insights and better 
analysis
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Cosabella, a luxury lingerie retailer, has moved to an 

as targeting a high-value audience and driving paid search 

1

Our research shows that organizations are using AI to 

high-value customers. The AI tool helped generate leads and 

2

Increase in sales leads 
experienced by Harley-
Davidson using an AI 
tool in three months
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74%

Areas of AI-driven benefit gain for respondents: sales

Increase in sales
of traditional

products and services

74%

Increase in sales
of new products

and services

Increase in inbound
customer leads

68%

Share of firms implementing AI that observed more than 10 percentage point benefit in the respective area



Artifi cial Intelligence encompasses a range of technologies 
that learn over time as they are exposed to more data. 

speech recognition, natural language processing, semantic 

technology, biometrics, machine and deep learning, swarm 

5

6
Analysis of 
images and 
video to 
interpret 
their content

9
Use of
a large group 
of autonomous 
agents; each 
contributing 
to solve a 
problem

1
Online virtual 
agent for 
customer service 
or human 
language 
interaction

2
Ability of 
computers to 
understand 
and interpret 
the spoken 
word. 

7
Ability of 
computers to 
learn without 
being 
explicitly 
programmed

3
Interactions 
through 
natural-languag
e sentences and 
longer texts. 

4
Provide 
context to 
decision-making  
by data analysis

5
Measurement 
of characteristics 
of human 
expressions and 
physical states 
to understand 
intent, emotion, 
age, etc.
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structure and 
function of the 
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an artificial 
neural 
network
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Improvement in 
emission value by AI 
over a manual setting at 
a Siemens gas turbine

Examples include:

• 

system reviews documents in seconds and is less prone 
to error. The system has cut down on loan-servicing 

A similar experience is highlighted by Mohammed 

• 

gas turbines. The system has, in tests, already bettered 

unit. Within two minutes, it reduced the emission value 

Atlas Copco—a Swedish industrial tools and equipment 

• Mastercard intends using AI to improve the overall

and thus help their retailer partners.5 Stephen Epstein, 
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Share of firms implementing AI that observed more than 10 percentage point benefit in the respective area

78%

77%

75%

70%

68%Reduced false-positives

Greater legal/regulatory
compliance at lower cost

Reduced operational cost
due to process improvement

Enhancement in employee
productivity

Increased operational
efficiency



Improvement in 
customer service 

using an AI platform

customers AI company—resonates with the thought: 
immediate improvements are— there is a dramatic 

authenticate and process a call. The AI agent can also solve 

this research explains how AI creates value in customer 
engagements: 

Organizations across sectors are increasingly seeing the 

customer intimacy, and AI initiatives have helped more than  

“Operational 

Share of organizations implementing AI that observe
more than 10 percentage point gain on the following ben fits

Reduced churn Reduced
customer complaint

Enhanced customer
satisfaction

(increase in NPS)

73%72%
66%

efits



AI at ICICI, India’s leading private bank

ICICI Bank, India’s largest private-sector bank, is an early adopter of AI, 
with a new division—Technology and Digital Group (TDG)—established 
to improve its digital capabilities.

The bank has deployed software robots in over 200 business 
process functions across the organization, including retail 
banking operations, agri-business, trade and foreign 
exchange, treasury, and human resources management. 
The bank has implemented the platform mostly in-house, 
leveraging artifi cial intelligence techniques such as facial 
and voice recognition, natural language processing, machine 
learning, and bots, among others. 

The bank’s robot capabilities include;

• Chat bots that act as quasi-bankers
• Software bots that carry out remittances while helping 

customers with their loan choices
• Email bots that sort customer and distributor emails based 

on transaction status or similar criteria; this has helped the 
bank slash its response time.

The software robots now perform over a million banking 
transactions every working day. This has reduced the 
response time to customers by up to 60%, and increased 
accuracy to 100%, sharply improving the bank’s productivity 
and effi  ciency. It has also enabled the bank’s employees to 
focus more on value-added and customer-related functions.

Share of organizations implementing AI
that are able to achieve the following benefits

AI is bringing new 
insights and better 
data analysis to the 

organization

AI is making our 
organization more 

creative

AI is helping our 
organization to make 
better management 

decisions

79% 74%
71%
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 he says.

Figure 6. AI is bringing new insights and making organizations more creative
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Share of organizations 
implementing AI 
believe that AI 
is making their 
organization more 
creative



History teaches us that, in the long run, technology creates 

 

8

new jobs are also at a senior level. Two in three new jobs 

organizations that have implemented AI at scale,  more than 
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83%

17%

AI is creating new job roles
in organizations

Yes No

15%

18%

41%

19%

7%

Organizational level at
which most new roles

are generated by AI

Sta  Members

Managers

Coordinators

Directors

C-suite

5
Organizations say AI has 
generated new roles



Figure 8. Organizations believe in co-existence of AI and humans

their organization. This is in line with what several industry 

as complementary to humans. They also believe that AI 

because they can rely on autonomous vehicles, robotics, 

and smart analytics to run their mines and employees do not 

terrain. 

says: 

 

Percentage of organizations believing in an augmented future

Our organization firmly
believes that machines can 

greatly augment human output

68%

86%

74%

89%

76%

88%

AI will make complex
jobs easier

Intelligent machines
will coexist with us

Implementation as pilot

Implementation at scale



shows that many organizations are jumping straight to some 

Organizations are missing
a bigger opportunity by 

Average share 
of organizations 
implementing a high-
complexity and high-
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Need to Do
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shopping

experience
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Low High
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w

H
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h

Voice 
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Do Case-by-Case

34% 58%

46%27%

h

Average % share of organizations implementing any use case in the quadrant



Share of organizations 
implementing AI who 
deploy “must do” use 
cases at scale

• 

• 

cases at scale.

cases include:

• 
a leading global mining company, quality issues were 

organization was able to optimize product quality, yield, 
and energy consumption. The company was also able to 
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puts it: 

Average gain of implementers of "must-do" use cases over low-implementers (percentage points)

8%
26%

25%

24%

23%

22%

24%

21%

21%

21%

21%

20%

11%

11%

11%

11%

13%

13%

12%

10%

10%

10%

Reduced churn

Reduced customer complaints

Reduced false-positives

Greater legal/regulatory compliance at lower cost

Increase in inbound customer leads

Reduced operational cost due to process improvement

Enhanced customer satisfaction (increase in NPS)

Increase in sales of new products and services

Increase in operational efficiency

Increase in sales of traditional products and services

Enhancement in employee productivity

Low implementers of "must do" use cases High implementers of "must do" use cases

Improvement in 
churn reduction 
observed by high vs. 
low implementers of 
“must do” use cases
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Figure 11. Telecom, Retail, and Banking have seen the highest implementation of AI at scale (by sector)

initiatives implement them at scale. In other words, they are going 
beyond small pilots and test projects and adopting AI applications at a 

 

start-up.

driven activities in compliance. As Michael Schrage, research 

Economy, says: 

• 

their operations.

Organizations implementing AI at scale

Share of AI implementers that are deploying AI at scale (by sector)

49%

41%
36% 34%

31%
26%

20%

36%

Telecom Retail Banking Utilities Insurance Automotive Manufacturing Overall



At a country level, India and Australia are leading the way in 

innovation centers.

and traditional organizations,12 and many innovation centers 
13 Second, the government’s 

Figure 12. India leads in AI implementation at scale
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Percentage of organizations already implementing AI at scale

Share of AI implementers that are deploying AI at scale (by country)

India Australia Italy Germany UK US Spain Netherlands France Average

58%

44%
35%

24%

36%
32%

42%
49%

21%

31%



Figure 13. Five senses of AI

1 

Where should 

 he says. Being smart about 

“Most people never dreamed how 
more people to participate in imagining and designing 

 

 



on targeted use cases that meet two criteria:

They are not too complex to implement—to avoid the 

2. implemented them. 
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Low hanging fruit – Least  adopted “must-do” use cases 

Manufacturing

Banking

Insurance

Managing risk 
Reducing revenue churn 
Forecasting 
Analyzing consumer behavior

Managing risk
Forecasting 
Detecting faults and measuring asset performance

Retail
Forecasting 
Tracking customer history/transaction  
Reducing revenue churn

Utilities
Analyzing consumer behavior 
Trading strategies 
Forecasting

Telecom Reducing revenue churn 
Forecasting 
Managing risk
Tracking customer history/transaction 

Analyzing consumer behavior 
Trading strategies 
Automated trading and stock investment 

Analyzing consumer behavior 
Trading strategies 
Reducing revenue churn 
Complying with regulations 

Industry

Automotive



 
Share of organizations 
implementing AI that 
have a dedicated AI 
leader

organizations implementing AI have a dedicated AI head or 
 

 
 
 

School’s Initiative on the Digital Economy, leadership is critical 
in AI: 

 

Getting started with an AI 

19

Greater legal/
regulatory compliance 

at lower cost

Increase in inbound 
customer leads

Reduced operational 
cost due to process 

improvement

Increase in sales of 
traditional products

and services

Benefits (in percentage points)
of implementing AI based on organization category

Increased operational
efficiency

Firms with disparate initiatives with no clear AI leadership

19% 17%

9%9%

19%

12%

18%

10%

19%

12%

Firms with a dedicated AI head/lead



potential. Our analysis shows that a central governing body 

implementing AI have a central team that decides which AI 
initiatives will be implemented. 
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There is no clear process to identify initiatives to be implemented A central team for AI decides the initiatives to be implemented

Increase in inbound 
customer leads

17%

10%

Greater legal/ regulatory 
compliance at lower cost

18%

11%

Enhanced customer 
satisfaction

(increase in NPS)

18%

12%

Increase in sales
of traditional products 

and services

17%

10%

Reduced operational 
cost due to process 

improvement

18%

12%

Increase in sales of new
products and servicese

18%

12%

No clear roadmap of how to implement AI initiatives in a phased manner Clear roadmap of how to implement AI initiatives in a phased manner

Greater legal/ regulatory 
compliance at lower cost

18%

9%

Reduced churn

17%

Reduced false-positives

18%

10%

Reduced customer
complaints

19%

11%

Increase in sales of new 
products and services

18%

9%
10%



Win over employee trust and support 
by allaying their concerns    

As organizations look to harness the power of AI, they must 
overcome a number of challenges (see Figure 17). The main 
cultural issue to sway is employee concerns about the impact 
of AI on jobs. In our survey, 61% of organizations believe 
that the majority of their employees worry about AI’s role 
in potential job losses. It makes employees anxious about 
working with machines or AI applications and fuels resistance 
to change—another major hurdle in AI implementation. 

Leaders avoid falling into this trap by openly communicating 
with employees and involving them at each step in the 
journey. They demonstrate how AI will augment employees’ 
work and how training and other programs will increase their 
comfort level with the technology. For instance, Michael 
Natusch, Global Head of AI at Prudential, told us: “We are 
running a training program for employees from all BUs to 
learn Alexa programming skills. The primary objective is 
not to develop AI solutions, but we are trying to increase 
the level of confidence that our colleagues have with AI. 
We hope to build an understanding of what those things 
can, and cannot do, as both of them are obviously equally 
important.”

Our recent research on digital culture in organizations 
found that cultural issues are the biggest hurdles to digital 
transformation.14 According to Jonas Albertson, Managing 
Director of Atlas Copco: “By far the biggest challenge is 
not technology. In fact, it is the change management 
of the people.” Michael Schrage, research fellow at the 
MIT Sloan School’s Initiative on the Digital Economy, adds:  
“There are human issues that have nothing to do with 
the capabilities of the technology and everything to do 
with the culture of the organization and the quality of its 
leadership.” 

17% 
vs. 10% 
Increase in inbound 
customer leads observed 
by firms with a central 
governannceteam vs. no 
clear governannace for AI 
initiatives

Discover

Craft a vision for what
the organization wants
to achieve with AI

Explore AI’s initial,
high-value use cases
and the technologies
needed to implement them

1

2
Devise

Start building capabilities
to develop AI use cases  

Launch proofs of concept
and pilot implementations
on selected use cases

3
Deploy

Scale the pilots to
business-wide scope  

Establish governance 
to prioritize AI projects

4
Sustain

Continuous
transformation  

Nurture an
AI/insight-driven culture

A roadmap for making systematic progress
on AI implementation in large organizations

21



Prepare enterprise data and skills 

 

a data science team and having the readiness for data 

 

intelligence start-up—agrees: 

 
Our research shows that organizations with the right 

 

 

cognitive computing and AI startup.
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Lack of appropriate 
skills and talent within 

the organization

64%

Cybersecurity and 
data privacy concerns

63%

Majority of employees 
are concerned about the 
impact of AI on job losses

Key challenges in AI implementation

57%

Resistance to change

57%

believes that human 
judgments are superior 
to machine judgments

Share of organizations implementing AI at scale



to the organizational level

start by experimenting with pilots and launching them on 

• Incubating the projects in an innovation lab or AI 

• 
• 

Many organizations have started setting up big data 

processes to speed up AI experimentation. Once the value 

organizational level to maximize its potential. Senior Director, 

provides some clues on how to scale pilots, “Digital 

 

cutting-edge technologies promised to deliver so much, but 

in a business context proved elusive. This is now changing. 
With explosive data growth, increasing computer processing 

businesses are putting AI into practice, generating enviable 

reality and creating a long-term, sustainable approach to 

Increase in sales of new 
products and services

Greater legal/regulatory 
compliance at lower cost

Reduced false-positives Increase in sales of 
traditional products

and services

Benefits (in percentage points)
of implementing AI based on organization category

Reduce customer 
complaints

Organizations with low data and skills readiness

20%

8%

20%

9%

20%

10%

19%

9%

19%

10%

Organizations with high data and skills readiness



Respondents by geography

US

UK

India

Australia

Italy

Germany

Spain

France

Netherlands

Respondents by sector

Respondents by role

6%
6%

7% 34%

14%
9%

8%

8%

8%

5%

24%

19%

18%

14%

10%

10%

11%

33%

2%

14%
23%

11%

17%

Banking

Retail

Telecommunications

Insurance

Manufacturing

Utilities

Automotive

CXOs

Chief Analytics Officer/
Chief Data Scientist/
Chief Data Officer

President & Vice President

Director & Senior Director

General Manager

Senior Manager

Research Methodology

Our research drew on quantitative and qualitative techniques. Between March 
and June 2017 we surveyed 993 respondents from companies implementing 
AI across a range of sectors and countries:

• Automotive, Banking, Insurance, Manufacturing, Retail, 
Telecommunications, and Utilities 

• The United States, United Kingdom, Australia, France, 
Germany, India, Italy, the Netherlands, and Spain 

We also conducted interviews with academics and industry 
leaders, examining the impact of AI, implementation 
challenges, and emerging best practices. 
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